In situ analysis of the organic framework in the prismatic layer of mollusc shell.
A novel in situ analytic approach was constructed by means of ion sputtering, decalcification and deprotein techniques combining with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) ultrastructural analysis. The method was employed to determine the spatial distribution of the organic framework outside and the inner crystal and organic/inorganic interface spatial geometrical relationship in the prismatic layer of cristaris plicate (leach). The results show that there is a substructure of organic matrix in the intracrystalline region. The prismatic layer forms according to strict hierarchical configuration of regular pattern. Each unit of organic template of prismatic layer can uniquely determine the column crystal growth direction, spatial orientation and size. Cavity templates are responsible for supporting. limiting size and shape and determining the crystal growth spatial orientation, while the intracrystal organic matrix is responsible for providing nucleation point and inducing the nucleation process of calcite. The stereo hierarchical fabrication of prismatic layer was elucidated for the first time.